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VI&E Solutions Announces Rachel Gellerstedt as Board Member  
VI&E Solutions adds engineering talent to Board of Directors 

 

Neenah, WI – March 18, 2024—Volatus Infrastructure & Energy Solutions has continued to 

expand its Board of Directors by adding Rachel Gellerstedt. Rachel is a trailblazing female engineer at the 

leading, globally recognized packaging manufacturer, Amcor Flexibles North America.  

“We are proud to appoint Rachel to our Board of Directors,” said Sheena Banker, Chief 

Marketing Officer. “Rachel adds thoughtful perspective and brings a technical knowledge to the 

conversation. She isn’t afraid to challenge norms or to take the lead on complicated objectives.” 

Rachel Gellerstedt obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Engineering with an 

emphasis in Project Management from the University of Wisconsin – Platteville, along with a Business 

Administration minor. She served as a Process Engineer for Amcor Flexibles North America, before 

moving through the progression as a Senior Quality Engineer, and eventually as the Process Engineering 

Supervisor. 

Rachel holds a green belt certification in lean six sigma and leads a cost savings team achieving 

multi-million-dollar savings year over year. She has experience handling investigations and regulatory 

agency requirements through her role as Senior Quality Engineer, and has managed certification programs 

for IMS and FSSC, along with individual customer compliance programs. She also volunteers her time to 

serve as the International Women’s Day leader for AFNA, organizing activities and celebrations for over 

20 facilities across the country. 

When she is off work, Rachel has a passion for music and outdoor activities with her family. She 

especially loves hiking, foraging and fishing at any of the amazing locations the Fox Valley has to offer. 

Founded in 2021, Volatus Infrastructure & Energy Solutions is connecting communities with 

best-in-class eVTOL infrastructure technology to ensure society is ready for the future. VI&E 

Solutions offers three modular vertiport designs and charging stations for electric vehicles across all 

mediums: air, land and sea. By tailoring to specific customer needs and incorporating the latest 

technologies, their work positively impacts clients and the communities they serve globally. Join the 

future with VI&E Solutions.  
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